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1. Introduction. Feutrino-induced union pair production in

Coulomb field (usually called "neutrino trident production"

fi] eee fig.1) is the unique conceivable manifestation of

diagonal lepton interaction GAV* )(/"/* ) [%]• Our interest

in tale Interaction springs from the fact that it is expeo-

ted to pick up contributions from both W-exchange and Z-ex-

change between neutral currents (>£, )L) and (A/* ) (aee

2). Therefore, along with X, £ scattering, it can be used

as a probe of purely leptonlc neutral currents. In fact,

trident production is complementary to %•£• scattering in

an important way since it is sensitive to the relative pha-

se between NC and CC leptonic couplings.

2. General remarks. We parametrize the diagonal interaction

in the general form of

^ ^ L ) (1)

If only the usual V7-exchange contributes, then Gp = 0,

GL " GP* A s firs't pointed o u* by X.Fujikawa [bj, all quan-

tities symmet./ic in Al*> м" momenta depend solely on

G
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1
'
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(called the diagonal lepton constant), whereas those antl-

symmetric in A* ,4* momenta are governed by G£ - Go only.

This leads to a convenient factorization of the experimen-

tal problem :

i) in ovder to isolate the trident sample and study

the absolute strength of diagonal interaction (represented

Ъу GJJ), one must impose selection criteria which are sym-



metric In шиоп momenta ;

ii) to explore the helicity structure of (&>£)(/*/•),

one must study /# - U asymmetries within the isolated sam-

ple.

Trident rate relative to total neutrino cross-section

Is slowly rising with neutrino energy (as a logarithm, see

[ij). Рог presently accessible energies the expected (i.e.,

G
D
 ~ G™) rate is somewhat lower than that for )L б scatte-

ring (~10~^ - 10 for sufficiently heavy nuclei). The in-

coherent contribution to the cross-aection (dominated by

the elastic procecs —• see [Vj ) is at most 2056. Therefore

we will concentrate on coherent trident production in which

the target nucleus participates as a whole.

Finally we observe that the trident rates are the same

for ~)L and ~VM production (in the latter caee Ai and 44

ewitch places). '

3» New upper limits to ftp. The aim of the present paper is

twofold :

i) to impose updated upper limits to the strength of

diagonal interaction based on available new data ;

ii) to explore the prospects for the study of diagonal

lepton interaction in present day neutrino experiments.

The signature of trident production off nucleus is

just two energetic muons and no hadron cascade at all. The

latest published upper limits [yj were based on non-obser-

vation of such events in HPWF [в] and ITEP-IHEP [7] neutri-

no experiments :

G
D
 < 9.2G

p
 (ITEP-IHEP data [7] )



Oj, < 7O0
p
 (HF*P data [б] )

Slnoe than large neutrino statistics bas been oolleeted both

at Terailab (PHOPHW collaboration) and СЕМГ (CDHS collabora-

tion). Howerer the published data pertinent to tridents !•

rather aeagre. <=

In 1977 C M S group has reported the observation of ор-

poeite-sign dimuon erents in narrow-band neutrino beam -/Vj»

The distribution of observed dimuons in the variable R •

В
+
/(Вд -t- E

+
) was given in [э](®ее fig.40 of that paper)«from

this we conclude that the number of observed dimuons without

hadron cascade is ̂ 6 . The expected trideni rate for tola

exposure was obtained by MC simulation (see [loj for detail*

of the procedure) with due account taken of apparatus aooep-

tanoe (4.5 Gev cut on mion momentum) and VB beam neutrino

speotrum. In this way we obtain that for G
D
 » G

?
 K(expectс)

• .62 whereas K(observ.) ̂  6. This corresponds to the fol-

lowing 90$ C.L. upper limit to diagonal lepton constant G.t

G
D
 < 4.2 G

p
 (CDHS data(8j)

Among the dimuons reported so far by PHOPRW group £

there are no candidates for tridents (see fig. 3 of ref.

£iij). mhis leads to the following 90$ C.L. upper limit t

GD < 3.3 G? (PHOPRW data (iij)

Undoubtedly the search for tridents using the complete sta-

tistics collected by FHOPRW would be of great interest (onlr

10* of the data are presented in [nj).

; In the next section we tackle the problem of baokgro-

Ц und due to charm production and semileptonxc decay.



4. Charm background. Since typical trident rate per nucleon

ie only 10~* - 10"^ of total neutrino croee-eection serious

problems are posed by the background from charm production

and eemileptonic decay with no hadrons registered in the fi-

nal state. We have calculated both effect and background by

Monte-Carlo. The MC simulation of coherent trident produc-

tion is straightforward, if only tedious [1OJ. Our MC back-

ground evaluation is much more ambiguous for two reasons :

i) we try to reproduce the apparatus-dependent condi-

tion of "no hadrona detected" simply by imposing a cutoff on

e.iergy transfer to hadrons Б„;

ii) we rely on the conventional charm deep-inelastic

production and aemileptonic decay model [I2j in the region

of small Ец, which we probably should't do.

Calculated effect and background rates per nucieon are

Given in the Table for carbon, eilicium and iron targets

in an assumption G^ = G
p
. For definiteness, we assume that

the target is exposed to PNAL QT mixed ( K, + )L ) beam^9j.

The lower cut on the energy of both rauons should guarantee

reliable muon identification which is instrumental. Hadron

energy cutoff is (rather arbitrarily) chosen to be

% <
 E

Hcut
 = 2 G e v

'

To"rescale
n
 given background rates to a different cutoff

one must simply multiply them by the factor of

oldw / «old ч
ut'

 E
Hcut

;

Hormalization is to all Ли events with E ~ > 10 Sev.

The Table clearly displays that :

i) the choice of heavier nuclei is advantageous;



li) effect-to-backgr. ratio improves лв the low«r

cat on nuon energy is increased ;

iii) if one wishes to study diagonal interaction at

the level of 10 , additional selection criteria beyond the

euallneas of hedron energy are needed.

5« Dimuon invariant mass plots. To further push down th*

background we recall that coherent trident production typi-

cally yields narrow muon pairs (the formfactor and photon

propagator make high q improbable). Therefore muon pair in-

variant mass must be г "selective" variable. Inv. mass plots

are given in figs.3-5 (carbon, silicium end iron targets).

Indeed we observe that trident production is concentrated

at much lower values of m^w than the background. The cut-

off of л,, <T 1. Gev does not seriously affect trident rate

but reduces the background roughly by a factor of 5.

$. Study of diagonal interaction at Gp level. Unless аоие-

thing is really wrong with diagonal interaction (whicl it

night be), it is anticipated a^d must be studied at the le-

vel of GJJ ££ Gp. The almost obvious demands upon the appara-

tus are :

i) large weight and high atomic number ;

ii) reliable muon identification and angular resolu-

tion;

iii)fine structure (high sensitivity to hadrons in

final state).

He believe that at present these demands are best met

by two large electronic detectors : the CHASM neutrino de-

tector at CSRIT and PIMM detector under construction. a.t



ferallab (ete fi3j) both using Si target*. Precise low-

energy calibrations must be performed to study the response

of the apparatus to low-energy hadrons. But given their fine

structure we believe that within our model approach the back-

ground ie reproduced with b, <£ Ец
с и
^ "&• 1 Gev or етеп lees

for both the detectors (this of course is purely conjectu-

ral). Mien the background curves in fig. 4 must be scaled

down by ti*«? factor of 4 or even more. The additional cutoff

°*
 а
мм<1

 O e v
 reduces the background to a tractable level.

Another great advantage jf both detectors is Xb&\ MM and

Me tridents can be directly compared so that on;' doesn't

have to rely completely on Monte-Carlo.

We conclude that CHARM and PIMM detectors must enable

one to study trident production with reasonably small back-

ground at a rate of^T'lO" of 1 м rate. Such a rate does

not seem so ludicrously small now as it would several years

ago.



TABLE

Effect and background rates for different target nuclei*

See text for details.

В > 5 Ger

П
л
> 10 G6T

r

B_> 15 Gev '

r

Background : С target

1.78*10"
5

6.53*1O"
6

2.76*tO~
6

4.83*10"
6

2.59*10"
6

1.57*1O"
6

Si target

7.97*10""
6

4.59*10~
6

2.93*1O~
6

76 target

1.17
#
1O"

5

€.64*1O"6

4.36*1O"6



(Л.*) (А?)

?ig.1. Diagrams describing neutrino trident production.

Pig.2* Diagrams whion contribute to diagonal lepton interac-

tion.
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Figa.3-5» Muon pair invariant mass distributions for back-

ground and trident production off carbon, sillelun

and iron target?, respectively. See text for detail*.
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